Petter, Henry A. Supply Company 50th Anniversary
Henry A. Petter Supply Company
Padduck, KY
Juszko, Jeno - obv: Wiel, Henri - rev
2 1/2-inch, 3-inch(4L), 8, No dieshells recorded
1940-001, 1940-001BREV-MED0151.jpg

Petter, Henry A. Supply Company 50th Anniversary
Henry A. Petter Supply Company
Padduck, KY
Juszko, Jeno - obv: Wiel, Henri - rev
2 1/2-inch, 3-inch(4L), 8, No dieshells recorded
1940-001, 1940-001BREV-MED0151.jpg

Lomb, Adolph Medal
Optical Society of America
Washington, DC
Lober, Georg
2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-002, 1940-002DBV-MED0151.jpg

Lomb, Adolph Medal
Optical Society of America
Washington, DC
Lober, Georg
2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-002, 1940-002DBV-MED0151.jpg

American Institute of Decorators Medal
American Institute of Decorators
New York, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-003, 1940-003DBV-MED0151.jpg

Domin Memorial Medal
American Carton Society
Philadelphia, PA
Ryden, Reni
2-inch, no dieshells recorded
1940-004, 1940-004DBV-MED0151.jpg

Domin Memorial Medal
American Carton Society
Philadelphia, PA
Ryden, Reni
2-inch, no dieshells recorded
1940-004, 1940-004DBV-MED0151.jpg

Hispanic Medal
American Association of Teachers of Spanish
New York, NY
Adams, Herbert
3-inch, no dieshells recorded
1940-005, 1940-005DBV-MED0151.jpg

Hispanic Medal
American Association of Teachers of Spanish
New York, NY
Adams, Herbert
3-inch, no dieshells recorded
1940-005, 1940-005DBV-MED0151.jpg

Roads, Webster S. Medalion
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
Richmond, VA
Scaravaglione, Concetta
3-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-006, 1940-006DBV-MED0151.jpg

Roads, Webster S. Medalion
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
Richmond, VA
Scaravaglione, Concetta
3-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-006, 1940-006DBV-MED0151.jpg

Peabody, George Foster Medal
University of Georgia
Athens, GA
Longman, Evelyn
2 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-007, 1940-007DBV-MED0151.jpg

Peabody, George Foster Medal
University of Georgia
Athens, GA
Longman, Evelyn
2 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-007, 1940-007DBV-MED0151.jpg

Peabody, George Foster Medal
University of Georgia
Athens, GA
Longman, Evelyn Beatrice: hand cut lettering
2 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-007, 1940-007DBV-MED0151.jpg

Peabody, George Foster Medal
University of Georgia
Athens, GA
Longman, Evelyn Beatrice: hand cut lettering
2 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-007, 1940-007DBV-MED0151.jpg

Peabody, George Foster Medal
University of Georgia
Athens, GA
Longman, Evelyn Beatrice: hand cut lettering
2 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-007, 1940-007DBV-MED0151.jpg

Robinson, Daisy Graham Memorial Medal
Bayside High School
Bayside, Queens, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
1 1/8-inch X 5/8-inch(4REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist
1940-008, 1940-008DBV-MED0151.jpg

Robinson, Daisy Graham Memorial Medal
Bayside High School
Bayside, Queens, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
1 1/8-inch X 5/8-inch(4REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist
1940-008, 1940-008DBV-MED0151.jpg

Smith, Adam Medal
American Economic Association
Evanston, IL
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-010, 1940-010DBV-MED0151.jpg

Smith, Adam Medal
American Economic Association
Evanston, IL
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-010, 1940-010DBV-MED0151.jpg

Cherubs Medal (LOVE THEME)
MACO-Medallic Art Co.
New York, NY
Classical Design
3-inch, 2 1/2-inch, 2-inch, & 1 1/2-inch: no dieshells recorded
1940-011, 1940-011DBV-MED0151.jpg

Cherubs Medal (LOVE THEME)
MACO-Medallic Art Co.
New York, NY
Classical Design
3-inch, 2 1/2-inch, 2-inch, & 1 1/2-inch: no dieshells recorded
1940-011, 1940-011DBV-MED0151.jpg

American Red Cross Service Emblem
American Red Cross
Washington, DC
Hoffman, Malvina - des: Tonetti, Louis sculpt
1 1/16-inch X 13/16-inch(4REGULAR & 1/8-inch(4REGULAR)
SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1940-012, 1940-012DBV-MED0151.jpg

American Legion Oratory Medal
American Legion
Indianapolis, IN
Weil, Felix
1 1/8-inch X 1 1/8-inch(4REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist
1940-014, 1940-014DBV-MED0151.jpg

Totty, Charles H. Memorial Medal
Charles H. Totty Memorial Association
Morgantown, NJ
Juszko, Jeno
2 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-016, 1940-016DBV-MED0151.jpg

Totty, Charles H. Memorial Medal
Charles H. Totty Memorial Association
Morgantown, NJ
Juszko, Jeno
2 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-016, 1940-016DBV-MED0151.jpg

American Legion Oratory Medal
American Legion
Indianapolis, IN
Weil, Felix
1 1/8-inch X 1 1/8-inch(4REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist
1940-016, 1940-016DBV-MED0151.jpg

Akrion Coin Club Medal
Akrion Coin Club
Akrion, OH
Chambellan, Rene Paul
1 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-017, 1940-017DBV-MED0151.jpg

Akrion Coin Club Medal
Akrion Coin Club
Akrion, OH
Chambellan, Rene Paul
1 1/2-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-017, 1940-017DBV-MED0151.jpg

Jennings, Arnie Burz Medal
Garden Club of America
New York, NY
Moore, Bruce F.
3-inch, dieshell(s) exist
1940-018, 1940-018DBV-MED0151.jpg
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MARIA - MY FRIEND FELIX
Jusko, Jeno
1 3/16-inch; no dieshells recorded
1940-040; 1940-040OBV-001511.jpg

MARIA - MY FRIEND FELIX
Jusko, Jeno
1 3/16-inch; no dieshells recorded
1940-040; 1940-040REV-001511.jpg

Torch and Cartouche Award of Merit Medal
McCo-Medallic Art Co.
New York, NY
Weil, Henry
3-inch; 2 1/2-inch & 2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1940-041-002; 1940-041-002OBV-001511.jpg

F.D. Roosevelt CHAMPION OF HUMAN RIGHTS PIN
National Unseen
11/16-inch; no dieshells recorded
1940-059-001; 1940-059-001OBV-001511.jpg

1941 CONVENTION PLAQUE\ETTE
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
NEW YORK, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
5 3/8-inch X 3 1/16-inch (RECTANGLE); no dieshells recorded
1940-051-001; 1940-051-001OBV-001511.jpg

Moore Publishing Co. Advertising & Selling Medal
Moore Publishing Company
Hand Cut Lettering
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1940-052; 1940-052OBV-001511.jpg

Free Enterprise Medal
National Association of Manufacturers
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1940-064; 1940-064OBV-001511.jpg

Free Enterprise Medal
National Association of Manufacturers
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1940-064; 1940-064REV-001511.jpg

Phootplay Magazine Medal
United Artists
New York, NY
Customer Supplied
2 7/8-inch; no dieshells recorded
1940-067; 1940-067OBV-001511.jpg

Phootplay Magazine Medal
United Artists
New York, NY
Customer Supplied
2 7/8-inch; no dieshells recorded
1940-067; 1940-067REV-001511.jpg

Rockwood Manufacturing Company Medal
Rockwood Manufacturing Co.
Indianapolis, IN
Chambellan, Rene Paul
2 7/8-inch (REGULAR); no dieshells recorded
1941-001; 1941-001OBV-001511.jpg

Brown, Frank P. Medal
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, PA
Hancock, Walker Kitland
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1941-002; 1941-002OBV-001511.jpg

American Iris Society Distinguished Service Medal
American Iris Society
National
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1941-003; 1941-003OBV-001511.jpg

Detroit News Spelling Bee Emblem
Detroit News
Detroit, MI
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1941-005; 1941-005OBV-001511.jpg

Men's League of Brooklyn Medal
Men's League of Brooklyn
Brooklyn, NY
Glickstein, E.
2 1/2-inch (1 OBV, 1 REV) & 1 1/2-inch (1 OBV, 1 REV); dieshell(s) exist
1941-006; 1941-006OBV-001511.jpg

Men's League of Brooklyn Medal
Men's League of Brooklyn
Brooklyn, NY
Glickstein, E.
2 1/2-inch (1 OBV, 1 REV) & 1 1/2-inch (1 OBV, 1 REV); dieshell(s) exist
1941-006; 1941-006REV-001511.jpg

Arts and Literature Medallion
Hispanic Society of America
New York, NY
Fuchs, Emil
4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1941-007; 1941-007OBV-001511.jpg

Hispanic Society Sculpture Medallion
Hispanic Society of America
New York, NY
Adams, Herbert
4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1941-008; 1941-008OBV-001511.jpg

Oslar, William Medal
American Association for the History of Medicine
National
Schultz, Adolph H.
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1941-009; 1941-009OBV-001511.jpg

Oslar, William Medal
American Association for the History of Medicine
National
Schultz, Adolph H.
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1941-009; 1941-009REV-001511.jpg

Christ the King Cross
MACO-Medallic Art Co.
New York, NY
Kortel, Mario
4 5/8-inch X 2 3/8-inch (REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist
1941-010; 1941-010OBV-001511.jpg

Rich's 75th Anniversary Medal
Rich's Inc.
Atlanta, GA
Harms, Julian
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1941-011; 1941-011OBV-001511.jpg

Rich's 75th Anniversary Medal
Rich's Inc.
Atlanta, GA
Harms, Julian
2 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1941-011; 1941-011REV-001511.jpg

Hispanic Society Scotch Medal
Hispanic Society of America
New York, NY
Adams, Herbert
4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1941-000; 1941-000OBV-001511.jpg

Hispanic Society Sculpture Medallion
Hispanic Society of America
New York, NY
Adams, Herbert
4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1941-008; 1941-008OBV-001511.jpg

MEDALLIC ART COMPANY

80 EAST AIRPARK VISTA BOULEVARD
DAYTON, NEVADA 89403
Champion Paper & Fibre Company Military Medal
Champion Paper and Fibre Company
Canton, NC
Colhup, Hope R. - obv
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1942-007; 1942-009/REV MED01S1.JPG

United States Lieutenant Colonel Insignia
US Department of Defense
Washington, DC
Institute of Heraldry
1 1/16-inch(REALISTIC SHAPE); no dieshells recorded
1942-045; 1942-046/REV MED01S1.JPG

Defenders of American Liberty Medal
Eighty-Second Division Association
New York, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
1 3/8-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1942-050; 1942-051/REV MED01S1.JPG

United States Army Good Conduct Medal
US War Department
Washington, DC
Ksiela, Joseph
1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1942-091; 1942-092/REV MED01S1.JPG

United States Army Good Conduct Medal
US War Department
Washington, DC
Ksiela, Joseph
1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1943-001; 1943-002/REV MED01S1.JPG

United States Army Good Conduct Medal
US War Department
Washington, DC
Ksiela, Joseph
1 1/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1943-009; 1943-010/REV MED01S1.JPG

United States American Defense Service Medal
US War Department
Washington, DC
Lawrie, Lee
1 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1942-032; 1942-033/REV MED01S1.JPG

United States American Defense Service Medal
US War Department
Washington, DC
Lawrie, Lee
1 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1942-052; 1942-053/REV MED01S1.JPG

Illuminating Engineering Society Award Medal
Illuminating Engineering Society
New York, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1943-001; 1943-002/REV MED01S1.JPG

Illuminating Engineering Society Award Medal
Illuminating Engineering Society
New York, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1943-001; 1943-002/REV MED01S1.JPG

Olney, Louis Abell Medal
American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists
Durham, NC
Justiko, Jens
2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1942-002; 1942-003/REV MED01S1.JPG

National Sculpture Society 50th Anniversary Medal
National Sculpture Society
New York, NY
Manship, Paul Howard
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1942-003; 1942-004/REV MED01S1.JPG

National Sculpture Society 50th Anniversary Medal
National Sculpture Society
New York, NY
Manship, Paul Howard
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1942-004; 1942-005/REV MED01S1.JPG

Steven's Institute Alumni Paquette
Steven's Institute of Technology
Hoboken, NJ
d'Andrea, Albert Philip
3 3/4-inch X 2 5/16-inch (RECTANGLE); dieshell(s) exist
1943-004; 1943-005/REV MED01S1.JPG

Steven's Institute Alumni Paquette
Steven's Institute of Technology
Hoboken, NJ
d'Andrea, Albert Philip
3 3/4-inch X 2 5/16-inch (RECTANGLE); dieshell(s) exist
1943-005; 1943-006/REV MED01S1.JPG

Demers, Albert Fox Alumni Medal
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY
Cuett, Sanford
1-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1943-005; 1943-006/REV MED01S1.JPG

Demers, Albert Fox Alumni Medal
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY
Cuett, Sanford
1-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1943-005; 1943-006/REV MED01S1.JPG

United Fruit Company Service at Sea Medal
United Fruit Company
Hand Cut Die
1 5/8-inch X 1 1/4-inch (REALISTIC SHAPE); no dieshells recorded
1942-006; 1942-007/REV MED01S1.JPG

United Fruit Company Service at Sea Medal
United Fruit Company
Hand Cut Die
1 5/8-inch X 1 1/4-inch (REALISTIC SHAPE); no dieshells recorded
1942-006; 1942-007/REV MED01S1.JPG

Guidobrothers Silk Company Service Medal
Guidobrothers Silk Company
Philadelphia, PA
Guidobrothers, Louis A.
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1943-007; 1943-008/REV MED01S1.JPG

Guidobrothers Silk Company Service Medal
Guidobrothers Silk Company
Philadelphia, PA
Guidobrothers, Louis A.
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1943-007; 1943-008/REV MED01S1.JPG

Guidobrothers Silk Company Service Medal
Guidobrothers Silk Company
Philadelphia, PA
Guidobrothers, Louis A.
1 1/2-inch; no dieshells recorded
1943-007; 1943-008/REV MED01S1.JPG

Bolivar, Simon Medal
Bolivarian Society of the United States, Inc.
New York, NY
Vizcarra, Nicholas
2-inch (HASS RING); no dieshells recorded
1943-009; 1943-010/REV MED01S1.JPG

Bolivar, Simon Medal
Bolivarian Society of the United States, Inc.
New York, NY
Vizcarra, Nicholas
2-inch (HASS RING); no dieshells recorded
1943-009; 1943-010/REV MED01S1.JPG

McKesson & Robbins Military Medal
McKesson and Robbins, Inc.
New York, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
1 3/8-inch; no dieshells recorded
1943-010; 1943-011/REV MED01S1.JPG

McKesson & Robbins Military Medal
McKesson and Robbins, Inc.
New York, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
1 3/8-inch; no dieshells recorded
1943-010; 1943-011/REV MED01S1.JPG

Simplex Paper Box Corporation Service Emblem
Simplex Paper Box Corporation
Lancaster, PA
Chambellan, Rene Paul
9/16-inch (REALISTIC); no dieshells recorded
1943-010; 1943-011/REV MED01S1.JPG

LEVI-DESPAS, GUY MEDAL
Davidson, Jo
2 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1943-011; 1943-012/REV MED01S1.JPG

LEVI-DESPAS, GUY MEDAL
Davidson, Jo
2 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1943-011; 1943-012/REV MED01S1.JPG

Roanoke Photo Finishing Company Service Medal
Roanoke Photo Finishing Company
Roanoke, VA
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1943-012; 1943-013/REV MED01S1.JPG

Roanoke Photo Finishing Company Service Medal
Roanoke Photo Finishing Company
Roanoke, VA
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1943-012; 1943-013/REV MED01S1.JPG
American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society

United Daughters of the Confederacy WW II
United Daughters of the Confederacy
Richmond, VA
Hand Cut Die
1 3/8-inch(CROSS SHAPE), deshells(s) exist
1946-031: 1946-031OBV-GE03152.jpg

McAneny, George Award Medallion
American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society
New York, NY
Manship, Paul Howard
3 1/2-inch; deshells(s) exist
1946-032: 1946-032OBV-WED0151.jpg

U.S.S. Lake Champlain Medal
Captain Logan Ramsey
Fleet Post Office, NY
Customer Supplied - obv; Hand Cut Die - rev
1 1/4-inch; deshells(s) exist
1946-033-001: 1946-033-001OBV-WED0151.jpg

U.S.S. Lake Champlain Medal
Captain Logan Ramsey
Fleet Post Office, NY
Customer Supplied - obv; Hand Cut Die - rev
1 1/4-inch; no deshells recorded
1946-033-002: 1946-033-002OBV-WED0151.jpg

MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM ZIEGLER MEDAL
1 1/6-inch; no deshells recorded
1946-046: 1946-046OBV-WED0151.jpg

UNITED STATES ARMY MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE MEDAL
US DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
1 1/2-inch(REGULAR) no deshells recorded
1946-048: 1946-048OBV-MED0151.jpg

UNITED STATES ARMY MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE MEDAL
US DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
1 1/2-inch(REGULAR) no deshells recorded
1946-049: 1946-049REV-MED0151.jpg

Big Rapids Furniture Company 50th Anniversary
Big Rapids Furniture Company
New York, NY
Hinton, Charles - des; Weil, Felix - sculpt; Grigor, Margaret - rev
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1947-001: 1947-001OBV-MED0151.jpg

Big Rapids Furniture Company 50th Anniversary
Big Rapids Furniture Company
New York, NY
Hinton, Charles - des; Weil, Felix - sculpt; Grigor, Margaret - rev
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1947-001: 1947-001REV-MED0151.jpg

Abbott Laboratories Montreal Building Dedication
Abbott Laboratories
North Chicago, IL
Chambellan, Rene Paul
2 3/4-inch; no deshells recorded
1947-002: 1947-002OBV-MED0151.jpg

IBM Third of A Century Medal
International Business Machines (IBM)
New York, NY
Jennissen, C. Paul
4 1/2-inch (1 OBV, 2 REV) & 2 1/2-inch (1 OBV, 1 REV); no deshells recorded
1947-003: 1947-003OBV-MED0151.jpg

IBM Third of A Century Medal
International Business Machines (IBM)
New York, NY
Jennissen, C. Paul
4 1/2-inch (1 OBV, 2 REV) & 2 1/2-inch (1 OBV, 1 REV); no deshells recorded
1947-003: 1947-003REV-MED0151.jpg

Walker, Francis A. Medalion
American Economic Association
Evanston, IL
Toney, Fred M.; Chambellan, Rene
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1947-004: 1947-004OBV-MED0151.jpg

Walker, Francis A. Medalion
American Economic Association
Evanston, IL
Toney, Fred M.; Chambellan, Rene
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1947-004: 1947-004REV-MED0151.jpg

University of Louisville Sesquicentennial Medal
University of Louisville
Louisville, KY
Kraus, Romaine
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1947-007: 1947-007OBV-MED0151.jpg

University of Louisville Sesquicentennial Medal
University of Louisville
Louisville, KY
Kraus, Romaine
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1947-007: 1947-007REV-MED0151.jpg

University of Michigan Alumni Medalion
University of Michigan Alumni Association
Ann Arbor, MI
Jurkovic, Jeno
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1947-009: 1947-009OBV-MED0151.jpg

University of Michigan Alumni Medalion
University of Michigan Alumni Association
Ann Arbor, MI
Jurkovic, Jeno
3-inch; deshells(s) exist
1947-009: 1947-009REV-MED0151.jpg

Pepsi-Cola Art Award Medal
Pepsi-Cola Company
Long Island City, NY
Zorach, William
2 1/2-inch; no deshells recorded
1947-009: 1947-009OBV-MED0151.jpg

Pepsi-Cola Art Award Medal
Pepsi-Cola Company
Long Island City, NY
Zorach, William
2 1/2-inch; no deshells recorded
1947-009: 1947-009REV-MED0151.jpg
American Society of Civil Engineers

Rickey, James W. Medal
American Camellia Society

2 1/4-inch, no dieshells recorded
1948-015; 1948-015REV; MED0151.jpg

Boone and Crockett Club

Chambellan, Rene Paul

2 1/2-inch, 2 inch, 1 1/16 inch & 7/8-inch(octagon shape); dieshell(s) exist
1948-019; 1948-019REV; MED0151.jpg

Slovak League of America Paquette

1 1/16 inchHAS LOOP; dieshell(s) exist
1948-017; 1948-017REV; MED0151.jpg

Canadian International Paper Company Medal

Chambellan, Rene Paul; Maco Stock Design

3-inch, & 2 1/2-inch, 2 inch & 7/8-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-020; 1948-020REV; MED0151.jpg

Lasker Award Emblem

Thomas Le Medico (Lasker Foundation)

3/4-inch(REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1948-021; 1948-021REV; MED0151.jpg

Slovak League of America Paquette

National

Radek, Steven A.

3-inch X 2 1/8-inch(REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1948-023; 1948-023REV; MED0151.jpg

3-inch X 2 1/8-inch(REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1948-023; 1948-023REV; MED0151.jpg

New York City Anniversary Medal

Next Newson & Company

Chambellan, Rene Paul

1 1/16 inch, Quebec, Canada (New York, NY)

1948-018; 1948-018REV; MED0151.jpg
Orpheus Triumphant Music Medal
MACO-Medallc Art Co.
New York, NY
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch, 2 1/2-inch & 2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-03; 1948-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

Hyster Company Service Emblem
Hyster Company
Portland, OR
Chambellan, Rene Paul
11/16-inch (REGULAR SHAPE); dieshell(s) exist
1948-03; 1948-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

George Herman Babe Ruth Medal
Joseph A. Atchison
Washington, DC
Atchison, Joseph A.
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-03; 1948-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

Eaton Manufacturing Company Eagle Medal
Eaton Manufacturing Company
Cleveland, OH
Fredericks, Marshall M.
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-07; 1948-07OBV-MED0151.jpg

Eaton Manufacturing Company Eagle Medal
Eaton Manufacturing Company
Cleveland, OH
Fredericks, Marshall M.
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-07; 1948-07OBV-MED0151.jpg

National Academy of Design Nameplate
National Academy of Design
New York, NY
4 3/8-inch X 1 5/16-inch (RECTANGLE); no dieshells recorded
1948-08; 1948-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

Hyde, James H. Medallion
James H. Hyde
New York, NY
Manship, Paul Howard
3 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-09; 1948-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

Hyde, James H. Medallion
James H. Hyde
New York, NY
Manship, Paul Howard
3 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-09; 1948-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

Northwest Paper Company 50th Anniversary Medal
Northwest Paper Company
Cloquet, MN
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch (1 OBV & 1 REV) & 1 1/2-inch (1 OBV); dieshell(s) exist
1948-03; 1948-03OBV-MED0151.jpg

Northwest Paper Company 50th Anniversary Medal
Northwest Paper Company
Cloquet, MN
Chambellan, Rene Paul
3-inch (1 OBV, 1 REV) & 1 1/2-inch (1 OBV, 1 REV); dieshell(s) exist
1948-03; 1948-03OBV-MED0151.jpg

Matthews, Claude L. Valor Medal
W.N. Matthews Corporation (Edison Electric Institute)
St. Louis, MO (WASHINGTON, DC)
Judson, Jena
2 9/16-inch; no dieshells recorded
1948-02; 1948-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

Matthews, Claude L. Valor Medal
W.N. Matthews Corporation (Edison Electric Institute)
St. Louis, MO (WASHINGTON, DC)
Judson, Jena
2 9/16-inch; no dieshells recorded
1948-02; 1948-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

Diabetic Fund Quarter Century Medal
Diabetes Foundation, Inc.
Boston, MA
Peabody, Amelia
2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-03; 1948-03OBV-MED0151.jpg

Diabetic Fund Quarter Century Medal
Diabetes Foundation, Inc.
Boston, MA
Peabody, Amelia
3-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-03; 1948-03OBV-MED0151.jpg

United States Coast Artillery Association Medal
United States Coast Artillery Association (Antiartcraft Journal)
Washington, DC
Customer Supplied
1 1/2-inch (HAS RING); no dieshells recorded
1948-04-01; 1948-04-01OBV-MED0151.jpg

United States Coast Artillery Association Medal
United States Coast Artillery Association (Antiartcraft Journal)
Washington, DC
Customer Supplied
1 1/2-inch (HAS RING); no dieshells recorded
1948-04-01; 1948-04-01OBV-MED0151.jpg

Hyde, James H. Medallion
James H. Hyde
New York, NY
Manship, Paul Howard
1 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-04-01; 1948-04-01OBV-MED0151.jpg

US AIR FORCE EXCEPTIONAL CIVILIAN COMMISSIONED MEDAL
US DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
1 1/2-inch (KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1948-04-02; 1948-04-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

US AIR FORCE EXCEPTIONAL CIVILIAN COMMISSIONED MEDAL
US DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
1 1/2-inch (KEY RING); dieshell(s) exist
1948-04-02; 1948-04-02OBV-MED0151.jpg

GOODYEAR SERVICE AWARD (35 YEARS)
GOODYEAR TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY
AKRON, OH
4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1948-01-01; 1948-01-01OBV-MED0151.jpg

GOODYEAR SERVICE AWARD (40 YEARS)
GOODYEAR TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY
AKRON, OH
4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1948-01-01; 1948-01-01OBV-MED0151.jpg

City of New York Golden Anniversary Medal
City of New York
New York, NY
Lantz, Michael
2 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1948-04; 1948-04OBV-MED0151.jpg

City of New York Golden Anniversary Medal
City of New York
New York, NY
Lantz, Michael
2 3/4-inch (REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist
1948-04; 1948-04OBV-MED0151.jpg

New York City Medal of Honor
New York City
New York, NY
Amore, John
2-inch (REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist
1948-04; 1948-04OBV-MED0151.jpg

New York City Medal of Honor
New York City
New York, NY
Amore, John
2-inch (REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist
1948-04; 1948-04OBV-MED0151.jpg

New York City Medal of Honor
New York City
New York, NY
Amore, John
2-inch (REGULAR); dieshell(s) exist
1948-04; 1948-04OBV-MED0151.jpg

Templon, Kenly & Company 75th Anniversary Medal
Templon, Kenly and Company
Broadview, IL
Mencori, Ralph J.
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1949-01-01; 1949-01-01OBV-MED0151.jpg

Templon, Kenly & Company 75th Anniversary Medal
Templon, Kenly and Company
Broadview, IL
Mencori, Ralph J.
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1949-01-01; 1949-01-01OBV-MED0151.jpg

Templon, Kenly & Company 75th Anniversary Medal
Templon, Kenly and Company
Broadview, IL
Mencori, Ralph J.
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1949-01-01; 1949-01-01OBV-MED0151.jpg

Templon Kenly Co. 50th Anniversary Medallion
Templon, Kenly and Company
Broadview, IL
Mencori, Ralph J.
3-inch; no dieshells recorded
1949-01-01; 1949-01-01OBV-MED0151.jpg
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### American Cancer Society Medallion
- **American Cancer Society (Tiffany and Company)**
- **Washington, DC**
- **Chambell, Rene Paul**
- **3½-inch: dieshell(s) exist**
- **1940-016; 1940-016REV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Art News Medal
- **Art News**
- **New York, NY**
- **Smith, David**
- **2 3/16-inch: dieshell(s) exist**
- **1940-017; 1940-017REV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Art News Medal
- **Art News**
- **New York, NY**
- **Smith, David**
- **2 3/16-inch: dieshell(s) exist**
- **1940-017; 1940-017REV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Club of Champions Plaque
- **Catholic Youth Organization**
- **New York, NY**
- **Weinman, Robert A.**
- **2 3/16-inch X 1 7/8-inch( IRREGULAR SHAPE): dieshell(s) exist**
- **1940-018; 1940-018REV;MED01S1.JPG**

### American Cancer Society (Tiffany and Company)
- **American Cancer Soc**
- **Washington, DC**
- **Smith, David**
- **2 3/16-inch: dieshell(s) exist**
- **1940-017; 1940-017REV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Thoroughbred Club of Tennessee Emblem
- **Thoroughbred Club of Tennessee**
- **New York, NY**
- **Hand Cut Die**
- **3/4-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-020; 1940-020OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### NO ACCIDENT DRIVER AWARD
- **American Newspaper Publishers Association**
- **New York, NY**
- **Hand Cut Die**
- **3/4-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-023; 1940-023OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### NO ACCIDENT DRIVER AWARD
- **American Newspaper Publishers Association**
- **New York, NY**
- **Hand Cut Die**
- **3/4-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-023; 1940-023OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### United States Tobacco Company Service Emblem
- **US Tobacco Company**
- **New York, NY**
- **Hand Cut Die**
- **5/8-inch( IRREGULAR): dieshell(s) exist**
- **1940-024; 1940-024OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Founding of Detroit 25th Anniversary Medal
- **Eaton Chemical and Dyestuff Company**
- **Detroit, MI**
- **Chambell, Rene Paul**
- **2 1/4-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-025; 1940-025OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Founding of Detroit 25th Anniversary Medal
- **Eaton Chemical and Dyestuff Company**
- **Detroit, MI**
- **Chambell, Rene Paul**
- **2 1/8-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-025; 1940-025OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Grover, Gilbert Medallion
- **National Geographic Society**
- **Washington, DC**
- **Fraser, Laura Gardn**
- **4-inch( 1 OBV, 1 REV) & 2-inch( 1 OBV, 1 REV): dieshell(s) exist**
- **1940-026; 1940-026OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Grover, Gilbert Medallion
- **National Geographic Society**
- **Washington, DC**
- **Fraser, Laura Gardn**
- **4-inch( 1 OBV, 1 REV) & 2-inch( 1 OBV, 1 REV): dieshell(s) exist**
- **1940-026; 1940-026OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### American Society of Newspaper Editors Club of Champions Plaque
- **American Society of Newspaper Editors**
- **New York, NY**
- **Hand Cut Die**
- **3/4-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-027; 1940-027OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### NO ACCIDENT DRIVER AWARD
- **American Newspaper Publishers Association**
- **New York, NY**
- **Hand Cut Die**
- **3/4-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-027; 1940-027OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Hubbell, Frederick W. Medal
- **Equitable Life Insurance Company of Iowa**
- **Des Moines, IA**
- **Swanson, Jonathan M.; McConkey, Ralph**
- **2 1/2-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-028; 1940-028OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Hubbell, Frederick W. Medal
- **Equitable Life Insurance Company of Iowa**
- **Des Moines, IA**
- **Swanson, Jonathan M.; McConkey, Ralph**
- **2 1/2-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-028; 1940-028OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Menconi, Ralph J.
- **MACO-Medallic Art Co.**
- **New York, NY**
- **Mowbray-Claarke, John F.**
- **1-inch: dieshell(s) exist**
- **1940-029; 1940-029OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### DeForest 50th Anniversary Medal
- **Henry Lockwood DeForest**
- **New York, NY**
- **Longman, Evelyn**
- **2 1/16-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-030; 1940-030OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### DeForest 50th Anniversary Medal
- **Henry Lockwood DeForest**
- **New York, NY**
- **Longman, Evelyn**
- **2 1/16-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-030; 1940-030OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

### Carder, Cyril Frederick Award for Success in Art
- **Coming Painted Post East High School (Coming Free Academy)**
- **Coming, NY**
- **Carder, Cyril Frederick**
- **2 1/2-inch: no dieshells recorded**
- **1940-031; 1940-031OBV;MED01S1.JPG**

---

**Medallic Art Company**

80 East Airpark Vista Boulevard

Dayton, Nevada 89403
Carder, Cyril Frederick Award for Success in Art
Corning Painted Post East High School (Corning Free Academy)
Corning, NY
Carder, Cyril Frederick
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1949-031; 1949-003DBV-MED0151.JPG

American Otological Society Medal
American Otological Society, Inc.
National
Juszko, Jenő
2 1/2-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1949-032; 1949-003DBV-MED0151.JPG

Bronze Incorporated Gravemarker Plaquette
Bronze, Inc.
Chicago, IL
Hand Cut Dies
5 inch X 2 7/16-inch (1 OBV) & 3 inch X 1 1/8-inch (REV is a stamp)
DE; dieshell(s) exist
1949-033; 1949-003DBV-MED0151.JPG

Searle and Parks Medal
Searle and Parks, Inc.
Hollywood, CA
Lovet, Boris-Larski
1 3/4-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1949-034; 1949-004REV-MED0151.JPG

Barge, Benjamin F. Prize for Oratory Medal
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH
Hand Cut Dies
2 1/4-inch; no dieshells recorded
1949-035; 1949-005DBV-MED0151.JPG

Society of Naval Engineers-Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
Gibbs and Cox, Inc.
New York, NY
Weanman, Robert A.
3 7/16-inch; dieshell(s) exist
1949-036; 1949-006DBV-MED0151.JPG

American Smelting & Refining Company Emblem
American Smelting and Refining Company
New York, NY
Hand Cut Die
9/16-inch X 1/2-inch (irregular); no dieshells recorded
1949-037; 1949-007DBV-MED0151.JPG